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ABSTRACT A number of related works have been done on multi-objective flexible job shop scheduling

problem, however, many-objective flexible job shop scheduling problems (MaOFJSP) with at least four

objectives are seldom considered. In this paper, an imperialist competitive algorithm with the diversified

operators (DOICA) is proposed for MaOFJSP with the minimization of makespan, total tardiness, total

workload, and total energy consumption. In DOICA, the diversified assimilation and revolution are used

according to the features of empires, a novel imperialist competition is implemented by excluding the

strongest empire and doing multiple neighborhood search of a solution in the strongest empire. The extensive

experiments are conducted by using a number of benchmark instances to test the impact of strategies

of DOICA on its performance and compare DOICA with other algorithms from literature finally. The

computational results validate that the new strategies of DOICA are effective and DOICA can provide

promising results for the considered MaOFJSP.

INDEX TERMS Many-objective optimization, flexible job shop scheduling problem, imperialist competitive

algorithm, diversified operators.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scheduling is the main part of manufacturing systems and

has been extensively considered in the past decades [1]–[16].

Generally, scheduling problem can be divided into two types:

single objective scheduling and multi-objective scheduling.

Because manufacturers are often concerned about more than

one objective, multi-objective scheduling can meet practical

needs better than single objective one and has been investi-

gated widely by using a number of meta-heuristics [17]–[54].

Flexible job shop scheduling problem (FJSP) is a well-

known scheduling one and has been extensively applied

in many industries such as automobile assembly, textile,

chemical material process and semiconductor manufacturing

etc [19], [20]. In the past decade, MOFJSP has been exten-

sively considered by various meta-heuristics. These algo-

rithms include genetic algorithm (GA) [21]–[28], particle

swarm optimization (PSO) [20], [29]–[31], harmony search

algorithm [32], artificial bee colony [33], [34], discrete virus
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optimization algorithm [35], tabu search [36], [37], vari-

able neighborhood search (VNS [38]), shuffled frog leap-

ing algorithm (SFLA [39]) and estimation of distribution

algorithm [40].

In recent years, as a special MOFJSP, energy-efficient

FJSP also has attracted some attention. Jiang et al. [41]

proposed a blood-variation-based non-dominated sorting

genetic algorithm-II (NSGA-II [42]). He et al. [43] intro-

duced a nested partitions algorithm. Yin et al. [44] pro-

vided a multi-objective genetic algorithm (MOGA) for

FJSP with objectives of productivity, energy efficiency and

noise reduction. Lei et al. [45] applied a novel SFLA for

FJSP with total energy consumption and workload balance.

Piroozfard et al. [46] presented a MOGA for FJSP with the

objectives of minimizing total carbon footprint and total late

work criterion. A hybrid algorithm based on evolutionary

algorithm and simulated annealing is studied by Mokhtari

and Hasani [47] to minimize total completion time and total

energy cost and maximize the total availability of the sys-

tem. Liu et al. [48] proposed a hybrid fruit fly optimiza-

tion algorithm to minimize carbon footprint and makespan.
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Lei et al. [49] presented a two-phase meta-heuristic based

on imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA) and VNS to

solve MOFJSP with total energy consumption threshold. Wu

and Sun [50] applied a non-dominated GA for FJSP with

energy-savingmeasures. Nouiri et al. [51] considered energy-

efficient FJSP with machine breakdown and gave a predictive

reactive method based on PSO. Wang et al. [52] developed

a hybrid GA and Jiang and Deng [53] designed a discrete

cat swarm optimization algorithm. Gong et al. [54] consid-

ered many-objective flexible job shop scheduling problem

(MaOFJSP) with five objectives under dynamic electricity

pricing and applied non-dominated genetic algorithm-III to

solve it.

As described above, two or three objectives such as

makespan, total tardiness and total energy consumption are

often optimized in the previous works. However, MaOFJSP is

seldom investigated [54], in which at least four objectives are

considered. MaOFJSP extensively exists in the real-life man-

ufacturing systems. Makespan, total tardiness and total work-

load are often dealt with simultaneously in the literature on

MOFJSP [19], [22], [23], [33] and the problem is converted

into MaOFJSP with the inclusion of total energy consump-

tion; moreover, the relations among objectives become more

complicated and time complexity of algorithm for MaOFJSP

will greatly increase with the consideration of four or more

than four objectives. These two reasons motivate us to handle

MaOFJSP and find an effective path to solve it.

ICA [55] is a newmeta-heuristic inspired by the sociopolit-

ical behaviors. The main steps of ICA include initial empires,

assimilation, revolution and imperialist competition. Unlike

other optimization algorithms such as GA and PSO, ICA

has good neighborhood search ability, effective global search

property and good convergence rate [56]. It also has minor

chance of trapping into local optima and flexible structure.

In recent years, ICA is used in many multi-objective pro-

duction scheduling [49], [57]–[59]. It exhibited excellent

characteristics in terms of convergence rate and global search

property in these applications, thus, ICA has great potential

and advantages to solve MaOFJSP.

The contributions of this study can be summarized as

follows: (1) MaOFJSP is considered and a new algorithm

named DOICA is proposed to minimize makespan, total tar-

diness, total workload and total energy consumption simulta-

neously. (2) To obtain high quality solutions, the diversified

assimilation and revolution are executed in different empires.

(3) A novel imperialist competition is implemented by the

elimination of the strongest empire and multiple neighbor-

hood search is done in the strongest empire.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

MaOFJSP is formulated in Section II. The detailed steps of

DOICA for MaOFJSP are shown in Section III. The compu-

tational experiments are depicted in Section IV and a real-

life example is considered in Section V. The conclusions

are concluded in the last Section. We also discuss the future

research topics in the final Section.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

MaOFJSP is composed of a set of jobs J= {J1, J2, · · · , Jn}
and a set of machines M= {M1,M2, · · · ,Mm}. Job Ji con-
sists of hi operations. Operation oij is the jth operation of job

Ji and can be processed on a set of Sij of compatible machines,

Sij ⊂ M . Each machine Mk exists two modes: processing

mode and stand-by mode. Ek is the energy consumption per

unit time in processing mode and SEk is the energy consump-

tion per unit idle time.

There are several constraints on jobs and machines,

such as,

Each machine can process at most one operation at a time,

No jobs may be processed on more than one machine at a

time,

Operations cannot be interrupted,

Setup times and remove times are included in the process-

ing times etc.

The problem has two sub-problems: machine assignment

sub-problem for assigning an appropriate machine for each

operation and scheduling one for sequencing the operations

on machines.

The goal of the problem is to minimize simultaneously the

following four objectives under the condition that constraints

are all met.

f1 =
∑m

k=1

∫ Cmax

0

(

∑n

i=1

∑hi

j=1
Ekyijk (t)+SEkzk (t)

)

dt

(1)

f2 =
∑n

i=1
max {Ci − Di, 0} (2)

f3 =
∑m

k=1
Wk (3)

f4 = Cmax (4)

where yijk (t) is a binary variable. If machine Mk ∈ Sij is in

processingmode at time t , then yijk (t) is equal to 1; otherwise

yijk (t) is 0. zk (t) is 1 if Mk is in stand-by mode at time t and

0 otherwise.Ci,Diindicate the completion time and duedate

of job Ji. Cmax is the maximum completion time of all jobs.

Wk is the workload of machine Mk . f1 is total energy con-

sumption, which is composed of the energy consumption in

processingmode and stand-bymode of machines, f2 indicates

total tardiness, f3 denotes total workload and f4 is makespan.

Objectives f2, f3, f4 are often used in many papers on

MOFJSP [19], [33].

Several concepts are listed below for the considered

MaOFJSP. x ≻ y if fi(x) ≤ fi(y) for ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and

fi(x) < fi(y)∃i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, where x ≻ y means that x

dominates y or y is dominated by x. For a set8 and a solution

x ∈ 8, if x is not dominated by any other solutions in 8, then

x is a non-dominated one regarding the set.

III. DOICA FOR MaOFJSP

ICA is a population-based meta-heuristic. Each individ-

ual of population represents a country and some best

countries are selected as imperialists in the initialization.

In general, ICA consists of initial empires construction,
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assimilation, revolution and imperialist competition. In the

existing ICA [49], [60]–[62], assimilation and revolution are

often done in the same way for each empire and seldom

executed according to the features of empires; moreover,

all empires are the participant of imperialist competition

and some empires such as the strongest empire are seldom

excluded from competition. Based on the above analyses,

DOICA is proposed to solve MaOFJSP.

A. INITIAL POPULATION AND INITIAL EMPIRES

MaOFJSP is composed of scheduling sub-problem and

machine assignment sub-problem. The solution of the prob-

lem is represented as a scheduling string and a machine

assignment string [45], [49].

Initial population P with N solutions is randomly

produced.

To construct initial empires, the cost ci of each solution i is

often defined. The smaller the cost is, the better the solution

is. In this study, we directly calculate the normalized cost c̄i by

c̄i = max
l=1,2,··· ,N

{rankl} − ranki + disti

/

∑

j∈2ranki

distj (5)

where 2ranki is the set of solutions with rank value of ranki,

ranki is obtained by non-dominated sorting [42], disti is

defined by Lei et al. [49].

Then Nim solutions with biggest normalized cost are cho-

sen as imperialists and the remained ones are colonies. For

each imperialist k , the power Fk = c̄k
/
∑

l∈Zim c̄l and the

number NCk = round (Fk × Ncol) of colonies are computed

sequentially and NCk colonies are finally randomly allocated

to imperialist k = 1, 2, · · · ,Nim. where Zim is the set of all

imperialists,Ncol = N−Nim indicates the number of colonies

and round(x) is a function that gives the nearest integer of x.

Unlike the existing ICA [49], [58]–[60], DOICA directly

uses the normalized cost and the normalized total cost.

TCk = c̄k + ξ
∑

λ∈Qk
c̄λ

/

NCk k = 1, 2, · · · ,Nim (6)

where TCk represents the normalized total cost of empire k ,

Qk is the set of colonies possessed by imperialist k and ξ is

real number.

With respect to ξ , it is generally set to be 0.1 in many

works [49], [55], [60], [62], we set ξ = 0.1 based on many

experiments.

After initial empires are built, the normalized total cost

TCk is determined using Equation (6), the strongest empire

with the biggest TCk and the weakest empire with smallest

TCk are determined, respectively. Suppose that empire 1 is

the strongest one, empire Nim is the weakest one and other

empires are ones 2, · · · ,Nim − 1.

B. THE DIVERSIFIED OPERATORS

Assimilation and revolution are the main operators for

producing new solutions. Generally, these two operators are

implemented in the same way for each empire. In this study,

the diversified operators are applied, that is, the assimilation

and revolution are executed differently in different empires.

Algorithm 1 The Diversified Operators

1: for k = 1 to Nim do

2: if k = 1 then

3: if t < T then

4: all colonies in empire 1 are chosen for assimila-

tion

5: else

6: randomly choose ⌊ρ × NC1⌋ colonies
7: end if

8: for each chosen colony in empire 1 do

9: assimilation is done between it and its imperialist

10: end for

11: Randomly choose colonies from empire 1 in terms

of revolution probability UR and then revolution is

executed for each chosen colony.

12: else

13: if k ≤ Nim − 1 then

14: each colony of empire k moves toward its impe-

rialist

15: else

16: for each colony λ in empire Nim do

17: if a random number s < α2 then

18: it learns from a randomly selected imperial-

ist from empires 2, · · · ,Nim;

19: else

20: colony moves toward the imperialist of

empire 1.

21: end if

22: end for

23: end if

24: Revolution is implemented for each chosen colony

in empire k according to revolution probability U0.

25: end if

26: end for

The two diversified operators of DOICA are described in

Algorithm 1. where t indicates the number of loops, revolu-

tion probability UR is defined by

UR =

{

U0 × cos(1 −
√
t/T ) t ≤ T

U0 t > T
(7)

where T is integer and ⌊x⌋ gives the floor of x.
With respect to U0, it is set to be 0.35 and 0.3 by

Afruzi et al. [63] and Bayareh and Mohammadi [64], respec-

tively. In this study,U0 of 0.3 is chosen based on experiments.

Since most colonies should perform assimilation, ρ of 0.7 is

determined based on experiments.

Assimilation between colony and its learning object such

as its imperialist is conducted as shown in [49]. α1 is a proba-

bility of the first crossover. Generally, scheduling subproblem

is more complicated than machine assignment one, so we set

α1 > 0.5 to allocate more computing resources to scheduling

subproblem. In this study, α1 is determined to be 0.7 based

on experiments.
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Revolution for each colony is implemented by multiple

neighborhood search [49] with parameter R, where R is the

total number of neighborhood search.

Once a new solution z is generated by assimilation or rev-

olution on colony λ, if z is not dominated by λ, then adjust

archive � using z and replace λ with solution z or update the

related parameters of multiple neighborhood search [49].

The initial archive � consists of the non-dominated solu-

tions of initial population P. When a new solution z is applied

to update �, it is first included into �, all solutions in � are

compared according to Pareto dominance and the dominated

ones are removed.

For assimilation and revolution in empire k ≥ 2, when

a new solution z is obtained and compared with colony λ,

the condition in empire 1 is used to decide if the colony λ is

replaced, archive � is updated by using z etc.

In this study, assimilation and revolution are implemented

in diversified methods. For the strongest empire 1, not all

colonies are related to assimilation after T loops and an adap-

tive revolution is applied. In empire Nim, each colony may

learn from many other imperialists because the imperialist of

empire Nim is often worse than other imperialists. The diver-

sified operators make DOICA have many paths to generate

new solutions, as a result, high diversity of population is kept

and exploration ability is intensified greatly.

C. IMPERIALIST COMPETITION

Imperialist competition is an important step based on the total

power of an empire. In general, when the winning empire is

decided, the weakest colony of the weakest empire is directly

added into the winning empire. In this study, a new imperialist

competition is conducted among all empires except empire 1;

moreover, the weakest colony of empire Nim is not always

added into the winning empire.

Algorithm 2 Imperialist Competition for Nim > 2

1: Calculate TCk and POWk for k = 2, 3, · · · ,Nim.

2: Produce a vector [POW2 − r2 , · · · ,POWNim − rNim ].

3: Choose an empire g with biggest POWg − rg and decide

the weakest colony λwor of the weakest empire.

4: Randomly select a solution x of empire 1.

5: Apply multiple neighborhood search on solution x.

6: if The best solution of multiple neighborhood search

dominates λwor then

7: Delete λwor and add the best solution into empire g

8: else

9: Include λwor into empire g.

10: end if

Imperialist competition is described in Algorithm 2. where

POWk represents the power of empire k ,

POWk =
∣

∣

∣
TCk

/

∑

l∈Zim
TC l

∣

∣

∣
(8)

where rk is a random number following uniform distribution

on [0, 1].

When only empires 1 and 2 exist, no competition is done

between them.

The elimination of empire from imperialist competition

can avoid effectively the premature and make empires com-

pete fully.

Algorithm 3 Search Procedure of DOICA

1: Randomly produce an initial population P, construct ini-

tial archive, t = 1.

2: while Termination condition is not met do

3: for k = 1 to Nim do

4: if k = 1 then

5: Execute the diversified operators in Algorithm 1.

6: else

7: Perform the diversified operators in Algorithm 1.

8: end if

9: Exchange colony and its imperialist in empire k if

possible.

10: end for

11: Sort all empires in the descending order of TCk .

12: Conduct imperialist competition

13: Eliminate the empire without any countries.

14: t = t + 1.

15: end while

D. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION

The detailed steps of DOICA are shown in Algorithm 3.

where t is the number of loops and used in the search of

empire 1, the stopping condition is max_it , which indicates

the maximum number of objective function evaluations.

Figure 1 gives the flow chart of DOICA.

Exchange is as follows. For each colony in empire,

if it dominates or is non-dominated with its imperialist,

it becomes the new imperialist and the old imperialist turns

into colony.

After all empires are sorted according to TCk , we still

make empires 1 and Nim be the strongest one and weakest

one, respectively and the remained empires are labelled as

2, · · · ,Nim − 1.

In DOICA, empires compete each other in a new method,

the strongest empire is excluded from imperialist competi-

tion to prevent premature; moreover, assimilation and revo-

lution have different ways to produce new solutions in dif-

ferent empires, as a result, high diversity of population is

kept and it is effective to avoid falling into local optima,

thus, DOICA has some different features from the existing

ICA [49], [60], [61].

IV. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

Extensive experiments are conducted on a set of problems

to test the performance of DOICA for MaOFJSP. All exper-

iments are implemented by using Microsoft Visual C++
2015 and run on 4.0G RAM 2.00GHz CPU PC.
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FIGURE 1. Flow chart of DOICA.

A. TEST INSTANCES, METRICS AND

COMPARATIVE ALGORITHMS

33 extended instances MK01-15 [65] and DP1-18 [66] are

used and described in [49]. For MK01-15, n ∈ [10, 30], m ∈
[4, 15]; n ∈ [10, 20] andm ∈ [5, 10] for DP1-18. Twometrics

are applied to measure the results of algorithms.

Metric DIR [67] is often used to measure the convergence

performance by computing the distance of the non-dominated

set �l relative to a reference set �
∗.

DIR (�l) =
1

|�∗|
∑

y∈�∗
min

{

σxy |x ∈ �l

}

(9)

where σxy is the distance between a solution x and a reference

solution y in the normalized objective space. The reference set

�∗ is composed of the non-dominated solutions in
⋃

l �l .

Metric C [68] is applied to compare the approximate Pareto

optimal set respectively obtained by algorithms. C (L,B)

measures the fraction of members of B that are dominated

by members of L.

C (L,B) =
|{b ∈ B : ∃h ∈ L, h ≻ b}|

|B|
(10)

Very few papers are about MaOFJSP. Gong et al. [54] pro-

posed a GA; however, this GA cannot be directly applied to

solve our MaOFJSP. In this study, VNS [38] and MOGA [46]

TABLE 1. Computational results of DOICA and its variants on metric DIR .

are chosen as comparative algorithm. Piroozfard et al. [46]

proposed a MOGA for bi-objective energy-efficient FJSP.

MOGA is composed of crossover and mutation for two sub-

problems of FJSP, tournament selection, local search and

population updating. The computational results show that

MOGA performs better than NSGA-II; moreover, MOGA

can be applied to solve MaOFJSP without any revisions.

These two reasons make us choose MOGA as comparative

algorithm.

Bagheri and Zandieh [38] introduced a VNS for MOFJSP.

This algorithm can be applied to solve MaOFJSP after exter-

nal archive and its updating strategies and the condition

deciding if the current solution can be replaced with the new

one in DOICA are adopted. Because VNS is the effective

method for FJSP and the above revision of VNS is simple,

we choose VNS as another comparative algorithm.

We conducted experiments on the main parameters of

DOICA and found that DOICA has the best performance

when the following settings N = 80, Nim = 9, max_it =
1.1 × 105, T = 150 and R = 10 are used.

The parameters of MOGA are decided based on experi-

ments: population size of 100, crossover probability of 0.7,

mutation probability of 0.4 andmaximumgeneration of 1100.

For VNS, max_it = 110000, other parameter is directly

adopted from [38].

B. DISCUSSIONS ON NEW STRATEGIES OF DOICA

Two variants of DOICA, which are called DOICA1 and

DOICA2, are built to test the two strategies of DOICA.

In DOICA1, imperialist competition is implemented as done

in the general ICA, that is, all empires compete each other and

the weakest colony of the weakest empire is directly included

into the winning empire. In another variant, assimilation and

revolution are executed in a unique way, that is, colony just

moves toward its imperialist and revolution is done in a fixed

probability U0. The usage of DOICA1 is to show the impact

of the diversified operators on performance of DOICA.

Each algorithm randomly runs 20 times for each instance.

Tables 1 and 2 show the comparative results of DOICA and
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TABLE 2. Computational results of DOICA and its variants on metric C.

its two variants, where the reference set �∗ is composed of

the non-dominated solutions of �1 ∪ �2 ∪ �3 and �1, �2

and �3 are the archive of DOICA, DOICA1 and DOICA2,

respectively, symbol ‘‘D’’ indicates DOICA, ‘‘D1’’ denotes

DOICA1 and ‘‘D2’’ represents DOICA2.

As stated in Tables 1 and 2, DOICA is superior to

DOICA1 and DOICA2 on two metrics.DIR of DOICA is less

than that of DOICA1 on 32 of 33 instances and smaller than

that of DOICA1 by at least 10 on 15 instances; moreover,

all non-dominated solutions of DOICA1 are dominated by

those of DOICA on 15 instances. DIR of DOICA is better

than that of DOICA2 on 25 of 33 instances, C (D2,D) is

less than or equal to C (D,D2) on 25 instances. The notable

performance differences among DOICA and its two variants

show that the diversified operators and the novel imperialist

competition really have positive impact on the performances

of DOICA.

C. RESULTS AND ANALYSES

Table 3 gives the ratio of the number of non-dominated

solution to N for 10 instances, in which MIN and MAX

indicate the smallest ratio and biggest ratio and AVG is the

average ratio in the population of DOICA. It can be found

that MAX doesn’t exceed 0.2 and MIN is often less than 0.1.

Deb et al. [69] described computation results for DTLZ2.

TABLE 3. Ratio the number of non-dominated solution to N .

The ratio is close to 0.4 for four objectives and close to

0.1 for two objectives, that is, MaOFJSP with four objectives

doesn’t reveal the notable feature of many-objective opti-

mization problem, so no special strategies for many-objective

optimization are adopted in DOICA.

TABLE 4. Computational results of DOICA, MOGA and VNS on metric DIR .

Tables 4, 5 and 6 report the computational results and times

of DOICA and its two comparative algorithms, in which ‘‘V’’

stands for VNS and ‘‘M’’ denotes MOGA. Each algorithm

runs 20 times for each instance, where the reference set �∗

is composed of the non-dominated solutions of �1 ∪ �4 ∪
�5 and �4 and �5 indicate the non-dominated set of MOGA

and VNS, respectively. Figure 2 gives descriptions on non-

dominated solutions obtained by three algorithms, in which

1,2,3,4 correspond to f1, f2, f3, f4 respectively and the curve

of each solution consists of three segments between 1,2; 2,3

and 3,4. It can be observed from Figure 2 that four objectives

really conflict each other.

It can be found that DOICA performs better than other two

algorithms on most of instances. DIR of DOICA is superior

to that of MOGA on 28 instances and less than that of VNS

on 30 instances; moreover, all non-dominated solutions of

MOGA are dominated by those of MOGA on 12 instances

and all solutions of VNS are dominated by those of DOICA

on 23 instances. DOICA is inferior to MOGA and VNS on

very limited number of instances on two metrics.

DOICA has two different features: the diversified oper-

ators and new imperialist competition. The first makes

DOICA have various strategies for producing new solutions
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TABLE 5. Computational results of DOICA, MOGA and VNS on metric C.

TABLE 6. Computational times of DOICA, MOGA and VNS.

and good exploration ability. The second can effectively

avoid premature. The combination of these two features can

keep high diversity of population and avoid falling into local

optima, thus, it can be concluded that DOICA is an efficient

method for MaOFJSP.

FIGURE 2. Non-dominated solutions of three algorithms.

V. A REAL-LIFE EXAMPLE

The cooling system of automotive engine, as an important

system to maintain the normal operation of automobile, can

effectively regulate the temperature generated during the

operation of engine and ensure the performance of engine.

In this study, we choose engine cooling fans produced in a

workshop to test efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Engine

cooling fan has four jobs which are adapter plate bracket, fan

bracket, fan hub and adapter flange. Each job has more than

10 operations. There are two millers, two drilling machines,

one machining center, one manual lathe and two CNCs in a

workshop. Its production process is a typical flexible job shop

problem. The corresponding machining process parameters

are given in [44]. The calculation method of energy consump-

tion in [44] is different from ourmethod, we adopt themethod

of this paper.

Each algorithm also runs 20 times randomly for the

real-life example. The non-dominated solutions produced
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FIGURE 3. Non-dominated solutions of three algorithms of the example.

by DOICA and two comparative algorithms are shown

in Figure 3. DIR of DOICA, MOGA and VNS are 7.474,

13.89 and 16.85, respectively. C (D,M), C (M ,D) are

0.213 and 0.113; C (D,V ), C (V ,D) are 0.404 and 0.088.

Thus, it can be concluded from these results that DOICA

performs better than other two algorithms on the real-life

example.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

MaOFJSP is addressed and a new algorithm DOICA is pro-

posed to simultaneously minimize makespan, total workload,

total tardiness and total energy consumption in this study.

DOICA has two new strategies including the diversified

operators and a novel imperialist competition. New solutions

are generated by using the diversified assimilation and rev-

olution. The strongest empire is excluded from imperialist

competition. A number of experiments are conducted and

a real-life example is considered. The computational results

show that the new strategies of DOICA are effective and

DOICA is a very competitive method for MaOFJSP.

The energy-efficient scheduling problem is an important

one and exists in the actual manufacturing systems. In the

near future, we will continue to focus on this kind of prob-

lem and apply some new meta-heuristics such as teaching-

learning-based optimization to solve the problem. On the

other hand, we have paid attention to distributed scheduling

with energy related objective and tried to design a pow-

erful scheduling algorithm, so energy-efficient distributed

scheduling is our future topic. We also try to solve other

many-objective production scheduling problems, such as

many-objective hybrid flow shop scheduling, in the future.
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